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Lives and works in Paris.

Created in 1998, the Mobilis-Immobilis company whose Maflohé is in charge of the 
artistic direction, is dedicated to the contemporary creation, mixing multimedia, 
digital arts, live performance and visual arts. 
 
Maflohé’s choreographic research articulates around the questioning on 
interfaces between the body and the most recent digital technologies. The body, 
this natural interface which connects us dynamically with the world, was at the 
heart of her issues from the beginning of her work as of visual artist. 
 
She collaborates with multidisciplinary professional artists and personalities of 
scientific research world with the desire to open the field to new artistic 
experiments to develop interfaces between the body and the existing and 
emergent technologies.  
 
She also develops a work of interactive installations (in association with 
researchers, programmers, sound artists) among which the main themes are the 
perception disorders, the senses synesthesia, the spatiotemporal marks loss.

© Michel Chansiaux
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Tarentella - 2014 
Maflohé Passedouet

Tarentella is part of a personal artworks series begun 4 years ago. This series of 
interactive instal lations with the public questioning the origins, the ancestral 
memories, the mythologies around the feminine identity and around the body. 
Tarentella reveals the desire to find the taste of magic, exuberance, to share an 
intimist sensory experience. The movement appears from the inertia of an object... The 
public attends a metamorphosis, at a restoration of life in a dress made in and 
populated of materials which transform when we approach it. 
The dress captures presences, touches, lights and movements of the environment and 
shows itself by reacting to the events all around, by shivering, speaking, igniting… to 
come alive. 
▶ INTERACTIVE AND BEHAVIORAL INSTALLATION / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/124163336 
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Between the lines - 2012 
Maflohé Passedouet

The spectator is kidnapped by a fortune-teller with a veiled face. Taken to a dark alcove 
where appears in front of her/him the unveiled, mobile and silent face of the gypsy 
woman: her virtual double, her avatar in 3D. The palm lines are examined closely by a 
small camera above the right hand, manipulated by the performer. Once the lines have 
been read, the virtual double comes to life and announces her prediction via a genuine 
Romany gypsy tarot.  
From ancestral and generational traditions, Maflohé Passedouet gives us divinatory 
second reading of hand lines combined with real-time, interactive technology.  
▶ REAL TIME INTERACTIVE PERFORMANCE / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/123035113 
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The Body of my Soul - 2009 
Maflohé Passedouet

This installation questions us about love relation and pacts that we weave all in our life 
and ask the question of freedom in union beyond sacred, symbols and dogmae.  
The installation stages the bridal dress. Suspended in the air, this dress livens up in an 
appearance which seems angelic, magic... While the floating dramatic art takes place by 
a video projection with scale 1, the visitor is invited to take part in the ceremonial. 
Maflohé Passedouet wished to celebrate the Romany gypsy woman, giving so an 
emotional tribute to her distant roots whose inheritance is strongly felt in her life. She 
stages naturally to concern in this installation the issue of the multiple discrimination 
of the Romany women and on their social exclusion.  
▶ VIDEO INSTALLATION / VIDEO 1: https://vimeo.com/123034273 - VIDEO 2 - VIDEO 3
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One day my princes came… - 2011 
Maflohé Passedouet

Everything starts in a forest. She. He. They... The princes. Half-animals, half-humans. 
Without faces or rather hidden, concealed faces. Embodiments of some monstrous 
dreamy, magnetized by physical curiosity, desire, rejection or domination of the other 
one, the need to make couple, or according to humors to look for solitude. 
Games of approaches. Meetings. The wooded landscape is staged such the reflection of 
the internal experiment of the characters who cross it. It’s through the forest show 
that each one has a dialogue with his intimate impressions, sometimes the most 
secret, as an entrance into himself, at the same time individual and collective. But the 
forest livens up, traveled by images, by fantasies, by myths as familiar as disturbing. 
Figures appear there: him, multiple, perfection of appearances, and her, praying 
mantis.  
▶ DANCE VIDEO / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/124160302 
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SURU - 2014/2015  
Maflohé Passedouet & co.

SURU questions relat ions between beings, attachment, physical and imaginary 
closeness but also friction, break and energy of movement. 
The bodies of the two dancers, very identified from the beginning by their own energy 
and movements, are transformed little by little until moult and become soaked with 
the porosity of the other one and with the generated outside environment. We attend 
here a metamorphosis.  
 

▶ FRENCH-JAPANESE HYBRID PERFORMANCE (DANCE, VIDEO AND SOUNDS CREATED IN REAL  
 TIME) / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/123072699

Use of a singular device that creates images and sounds according to the choreography.
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Tangible Bodies (show) - 2014 
Maflohé Passedouet

The Tangible Bodies show connects digita l arts , dance, gestural theater with 
interpreters in situation of mental handicap, educators and professional artists 
(dancers, musicians) on stage in an interactive scenic device.  
The scenic space is here a digital pictorial artwork, immersive and interactive inside 
which the interpreters play their games and choreographies. Spatial evolution of the 
body in this immersive space, where movements and presences are captured, generates 
in real time transformations of visual and sound boards to make them partners of 
dance and game. We journey in body and its states, crossing 10 boards, immersed in a 
behavioral device which, in real time. The creation questions our bodies and our 
relationship to the world, honoring the peculiarities.  

▶ MULTIMEDIA CHOREOGRAPHIC SHOW / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/159511388 
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Tangible Bodies (installation) - 2014 
Maflohé Passedouet

The Tangible Bodies installation is an original creation between human experience and 
interactive installation. This proposal involves the first expression of our presence to 
the world through a sensual and technological body. The 9 poetic, playful and 
interactive boards are intended to allow all the public to experiment their relation to 
the body. Bodies immersed into the behavioral device reveal, in real time, sensitive 
worlds which react to the gesture thanks to the last technological innovations by the 
creation of "an increased reality". Each board can be exhibited alone.  
The project was conceived to be exhibited under various forms: exhibition-route, 
m e d i u m fo r w o r k s h o p s ( c h i l d r e n /a d u l t s , p e o p l e i n s i t u at i o n o f h a n d i c a p , 
professionals…) to experiment and produce a live performance.  
▶ INTERACTIVE & IMMERSIVE INSTALLATIONS SERIES (1 to 9 boards)  

 / VIDEO: https://vimeo.com/123036857 
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Anatomical Bodies 1 (Tangible Bodies series) - 2014 
Maflohé Passedouet

On a white background, black arrows look for a body which is not here yet. They move, 
looking for a body towards which to point. A participant comes: the arrows point 
towards him/her, follow his/her movements, move and position for ever to track him/
her.  
If a second person comes, arrows react, oscillate, divide up between the two 
silhouettes or choose to follow only one. This board is the occasion for the 
participants of movement games, of enjoying to cause the arrows behavior and observe 
them.  

▶ INDIVIDUAL INTERACTION OR IN GROUP 



Anatomical Bodies 2 (Tangible Bodies series) - 2014 
Maflohé Passedouet

One or several participants are surrounded with humour wordplays labels. These labels 
follow the participants movement, pointing them.  
The participant body seems "scanned". It becomes space of projection itself: a video 
mapping is visible either on the screen or on his/her body. These sound and video 
sequences give to see inside of the body (heart, muscles, skeleton, hairs…).  

▶ INDIVIDUAL INTERACTION OR IN GROUP 



Chamanic Bodies (Tangible Bodies series) - 2014 
Maflohé Passedouet

Black and white forms represent fantastic animals, under simple forms. These animals 
swarm and bubble around the participant when it enters into the projection space. 
They agglutinate on him. At every step or kick, the forms splash and eject around his/
her presence according to the density of the movement. If a second person interacts 
with the board, the forms divide up and react to the movements of each one, 
emphasizing exchanges between the participants. In absence of participant, animals 
evolve in a slow movement.  

▶ INDIVIDUAL INTERACTION OR IN GROUP - WALL OR GROUND PROJECTION 



Virtual Bodies (Tangible Bodies series) - 2014 
Maflohé Passedouet

This digital environment composed of 0 and 1, reminds a computing codes aesthetics. 
These symbols revolve around the participant when he/she passes, forming circles 
around him/her just like the circles that we build ourselves on the on-line networks.  
With several participants, weavings between bodies become network of communication.  

▶ INDIVIDUAL INTERACTION OR IN GROUP - WALL OR GROUND PROJECTION 



Emotional Bodies (Tangible Bodies series) - 2014 
Maflohé Passedouet

The participants interact on the projected image thanks to their voice, their presence 
and their gestures. The sentences, the words said in a microphone, associated to the 
captation of the movement, of the presence cause variations in the flows of colored 
particles and make them move from the detected bodies and from the produced 
movements quantity. Therefore, fluctuating, dreamlike and abstract landscapes are 
born, constantly renewed. The particles variations (speed, quantity…) vary according to 
the sound volume, the held sound and the "spect-actor" behavior.  

▶ INTERACTION INDIVIDUELLE OU À PLUSIEURS



Geometrical Bodies (Tangible Bodies series) - 2014 
Maflohé Passedouet

Stars flows move slowly on the board. When a participant gets closer, bright points, 
looking as stars, move and finally aligned themselves to build the skeleton of the 
body's participant. Stars move, according to his/her movements, and stop to form a 
constellation which gets loose from the body and flies away in the projected sky. Every 
trace of a participant passage is captured. 
"Points stars" have autonomous movements, reactions to body movement, elasticity. 
The game can consist in taking a variety of postures to try to construct varied stellar 
constellations.  

▶ INDIVIDUAL INTERACTION



Visible Bodies (Tangible Bodies series) - 2014 
Maflohé Passedouet

This board mentions the topic of appearance, the one that we try to give to ourselves, 
the one about which we dream, the one that we perceive, the one which gives us a 
complex or not... As a distorting mirror, participants silhouettes (until 4) appear and 
change shape according to their displacements and their movements. There are 
interactions between silhouettes (and thus between the participants) when they have 
contact or get closer. 
The board encourages to play with shadows and silhouettes that are going to become 
exceptional according to the emitted movements and the body presence: arm which 
lengthens and dril ls, foot which becomes enormous etc… The body plays with 
appearances with humor.  

▶ INDIVIDUAL INTERACTION OR IN GROUP (UP TO 4) 



Metaphysical Bodies (Tangible Bodies series) - 2014 
Maflohé Passedouet

This board evokes abstract elements, aura, ghostly bodies, energies. An aura develops 
around the projected silhouette by one or several participants. The participants 
movements act on the shape of the enveloping aura, and on the tints of this aura. If 
there are severa l part ic ipants , interact ions and energies exchanges between 
silhouettes appear.  

▶ INDIVIDUAL INTERACTION OR IN GROUP



Social Bodies (Tangible Bodies series) - 2014 
Maflohé Passedouet

Every participant is invited to mime a scene or to dance during a recording time. His/
Her s i lhouette in movement, kept on a video loop, appears then in a color 
compartment on the screen as in a room of a doll's house. In every passage / 
recording, silhouettes fil l the 9 color compartments which at last disappear to show 
silhouettes with scale 1 joining them to dance altogether at the bottom of the board. 
Then, the compartments filing cycle begins again and again.  

▶ INDIVIDUAL INTERACTION OR IN GROUP 


